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Introduction

Modern insurance economics has been deeply in�uenced by the developments
of contract theory. Our understanding of several crucial aspects, such as the
design of optimal insurance contracts, the form of competition on insurance
markets or the role of public regulation, just to name a few, systematically
refers to the basic concepts of contract theory� moral hazard, adverse se-
lection, commitment, renegotiation and others. Conversely, it is fair to say
that insurance has been, and to a large extent still remains, one of the most
important and promising �elds of empirical application for contract theory.
It can even be argued that, by their very nature, insurance data provide

nearly ideal material for testing the predictions of contract theory. Chiap-
pori (1994) and Chiappori and Salanié (1997) remark that most predictions
of contract theory are expressed in terms of a relationship between the form
of the contract, a �performance�that characterizes the outcome of the rela-
tionship under consideration, and the resulting transfers between the parties.
Under moral hazard, for instance, transfers will be positively correlated to
but less volatile than outcomes, in order to conjugate incentives and risk
sharing; under adverse selection, the informed party will typically be asked
to choose a particular relationship between transfer and performance within
a menu. The exact translation of the notions of �performance�and �trans-
fer� varies with the particular �eld at stake. Depending on the particular
context, the �performance�may be a production or pro�t level, the perfor-
mance of a given task or the occurrence of an accident; whereas the transfer
can take the form of a wage, a dividend, an insurance premium and others.
In all cases, empirical estimation of the underlying theoretical model

would ideally require a precise recording of (i) the contract, (ii) the informa-
tion available to both parties, (iii) the performance, and (iv) the transfers.
In addition, the contracts should be to a large extent standardized, and large
samples should be considered, so that the usual tools of econometric analy-
sis can apply. As it turns out, data of this kind are quite scarce. In some
contexts, the contract is essentially implicit, and its detailed features are not
observed by the econometrician. More frequently, contracts do not present
a standardized form because of the complexity of the information required
either to characterize the various (and possibly numerous) states of the world
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that should be considered, or to precisely describe available information1. In
many cases, part of the information at the parties�disposal is simply not
observed by the econometrician, so that it is de facto impossible to condi-
tion on it as required by the theory. Last but not least, the �performance�
is often not recorded, and even not precisely de�ned. In the case of labor
contracts, for instance, the employee�s �performance� often is the product
of a supervisor�s subjective evaluation, which is very rarely recorded in the
data that the �rm makes available to the econometrician.
In contrast, most insurance contracts ful�ll all of the previous require-

ments. Individual insurance contracts (automobile, housing, health, life,
etc.) are largely standardized. The insurer�s information is accessible, and
can generally be summarized through a reasonably small number of quanti-
tative or qualitative indicators. The �performance�� whether it represents
the occurrence of an accident, its cost, or some level of expenditure� is very
precisely recorded in the �rms��les. Finally, insurance companies frequently
use data bases containing several millions of contracts, which is as close to
asymptotic properties as one can probably be. It should thus be no surprise
that empirical tests of adverse selection, moral hazard or repeated contract
theory on insurance data have attracted renewed attention.
In what follows, we shall concentrate on empirical models that explicitly

aim at testing for or evaluating the importance of asymmetric information in
insurance relationships. This obviously excludes huge parts of the empirical
literature on insurance, that are covered by other chapters of this volume.
Some recent research has focused on evaluating the welfare consequences of
asymmetric information, �beyond testing�to use the title of the survey by
Einav, Finkelstein and Levin (2010). For lack of space we will not cover it
here. Also, we will leave aside the important literature on fraud� a topic
that is explicitly addressed by Picard in this volume. Similarly, since the
major �eld of health insurance is comprehensively surveyed by Morrisey, we
shall only allude to a few studies relating to information asymmetries in this
context.
Finally, we chose to focus on the methodological aspects of the topic. In

the past �fteen years, a large volume of empirical work has evaluated the
importance of asymmetric information in various insurance markets. There
are excellent surveys that present their results, such as Cohen-Siegelman

1This problem, for instance, is frequently encountered with data related to �rms�be-
havior.
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(2010); and we will limit ourselves to the broad conclusions we draw from
these many studies.
The structure of this contribution is as follows. Section 1 discusses the

main conclusions reached by the economic theory of insurance. We place
particular emphasis on the testable consequences that can be derived from
existing models. Section 2 reviews a few studies that exploit these theoretical
insights in a static context. Section 3 brie�y considers the dynamic aspects
of the issue. We conclude with some ideas for future research.

1 Empirical tests of information asymmetries:
the theoretical background

It is by now customary to outline two polar cases of asymmetric informa-
tion, namely adverse selection and moral hazard. Each case exhibits speci�c
features that must be understood before any attempt at quantifying their
empirical importance2.

1.1 Asymmetric information in insurance: what does
theory predict?

1.1.1 Adverse selection

The basic story and its interpretations At a very general level, adverse
selection arises when one party has a better information than other parties
about some parameters that are relevant for the relationship. In most the-
oretical models of insurance under adverse selection, the subscriber is taken
to have superior information. The presumption is usually that the insuree
has better information than her insurer on her accident probability and/or
on the (conditional) distribution of losses incurred in case of accident. A key
feature is that, in such cases, the agent�s informational advantage bears on a
variable (risk) that directly impacts the insurer�s expected costs. Agents who
know that they face a higher level of risk will buy more coverage, introduc-
ing a correlation between the agents�contract choice and the unobservable
component of their risk. The insurer�s pro�t will su¤er since the cost of

2We refer the reader to Salanié (2005) for a comprehensive presentation of the various
theoretical models.
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providing coverage is higher for higher-risk agents. In the terminology of
contract theory, this is a model of common values; and this feature is what
creates problems with competitive equilibrium.
This general de�nition may however be quali�ed in several ways. First,

a �nding that agents who buy more insurance have riskier outcomes is con-
sistent with the standard story - they bought more insurance because they
realized that they were more likely to have an accident - but also with al-
ternative, observationally equivalent interpretations. To give but a simple
example, assume that agents are of two types, green and red, and that these
types are not observable by the insurer. Assume, furthermore, that red agents
have two characteristics: their risk is larger and they have a higher predis-
position to buy insurance (or contracts o¤ering a more extensive coverage).
These two characteristics could be linked by a causal relationship: agents
want more coverage because they realize they are more accident-prone; or
they could just be caused by some third factor� say, wealthier agents have
a longer life expectancy and can also better a¤ord to buy annuities. The
distinction is irrelevant for most theoretical predictions, at least as long as
the putative third factor is not observed by the insurance company3. As we
shall discuss below, the important feature is the existence of an exogenous
correlation between the agent�s risk and her demand for insurance, not the
source of this correlation.
Secondly, the focus in most theoretical models on one particular source

of adverse selection� the agent�s better knowledge of her risk� is very re-
strictive. In many real-life applications, risk is not the only possible source
of informational asymmetry, and arguably not the most important one. In-
dividuals also have a better knowledge of their own preferences, and par-
ticularly their level of risk aversion� an aspect that is often disregarded in
theoretical models. A possible justi�cation for this lack of interest is that if
adverse selection only bears on preferences, it should have negligible conse-
quences upon the form and the outcome of the relationship in competitive
markets. Pure competition typically imposes that companies charge a fair
premium, at least whenever the latter can be directly computed (which is
precisely the case when the agent�s risk is known.) The insurer�s costs do
not directly depend on the insuree�s preferences: values are private. Then
the equilibrium contract should not depend on whether the subscriber�s pref-

3Indeed, the underwriting of standard annuity contracts is not contingent on the client�s
wealth or income.
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erences are public or private information. To be a little more speci�c: in a
model of frictionless, perfectly competitive insurance markets with symmet-
ric information, the introduction of hidden information on preferences only
will not alter the equilibrium outcome4

This conclusion should however be quali�ed, for at least two reasons.
First, perfect competition does not approximate insurance markets that well.
Fixed costs, product di¤erentiation, price stickiness, switching costs and
cross-subsidization are common; oligopoly is probably the rule rather than
the exception. In such a context, �rms are able to make positive pro�ts;
their pro�tability depends on the agents�demand elasticity, which depends
on their risk aversion. Take the extreme case of a monopoly insurer, which
corresponds to the principal-agent framework: it is well-known that adverse
selection on risk aversion does matter for the form of the optimal contract,
as more rent can be extracted from more risk-averse buyers.
A second caveat is that even when adverse selection on preferences alone

does not matter, when added to asymmetric information of a more standard
form it may considerably alter the properties of equilibria. In a standard
Rothschild-Stiglitz context, for instance, heterogeneity in risk aversion may
result in violations of the classical, �Spence-Mirrlees� single-crossing prop-
erty of indi¤erence curves, which in turn generates new types of competitive
equilibria5. More generally, situations of bi- or multi-dimensional adverse
selection are much more complex than the standard ones, and may require
more sophisticated policies6.
The previous remarks only illustrate a basic conclusion: when it comes

to empirical testing, one should carefully check the robustness of the con-
clusions under consideration to various natural extensions of the theoretical
background. Now, what are the main robust predictions emerging from the
theoretical models?

4See Pouyet-Salanié-Salanié (2008) for a general proof that adverse selection does not
change the set of competitive equilibria when values are private.

5See for instance Villeneuve (2003). The same remark applies to models with adverse
selection and moral hazard, whether adverse selection is relative to risk, as in Chassagnon
and Chiappori (1997), or to risk aversion, as in Julien, Salanié and Salanié (2007).

6Typically, they may require more instrument than in the standard models. In addition,
one may have to introduce randomized contracts, and bunching may take speci�c forms.
See Rochet and Stole (2003) for a survey.
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The exclusivity issue A �rst and crucial distinction, at this stage, must
be made between exclusive and non exclusive contracts. The issue, here,
is whether the insurer can impose an exclusive relationship or individuals
are free to buy an arbitrary number of contracts from di¤erent insurance
companies. Both situations coexist in insurance markets; for instance, auto-
mobile insurance contracts are almost always exclusive, whereas annuities or
life insurance contracts are typically sold without exclusivity.7

Non exclusive contracts and price competition Non exclusivity strongly
restricts the set of possible contracts. For instance, no convex price schedule
can be implemented: if unit prices rise with quantities (which is typically
what adverse selection requires), agents can always �linearize�the schedule
by buying a large number of small contracts from di¤erent insurers8. The
same holds true for quantity constraints, which can be considered as a par-
ticular form of price convexity. To a large extent, the market, in the absence
of exclusivity, entail standard (linear) pricing.
In this context, adverse selection has well-known consequences. Since all

agents face the same (unit) price, high risk individuals are de facto subsidized
(with respect to fair pricing), whereas low risk agents are taxed. The latter
are likely to buy less insurance, or even to leave the market. A �rst prediction
of the theory is precisely that, in the presence of adverse selection, the market
typically shrinks, and the high risk agents are over-represented among buyers.
In addition, purchased quantities should be positively correlated with risk;
i.e., high risk agents should, everything equal, buy more insurance. Both
predictions are testable using insurers�data.
The presence of adverse selection will also have an impact on prices. Be-

cause of the over-representation (in number and in quantity purchased) of
high risk agents in the insurers�portfolios, unit prices will, at equilibrium,
exceed the level that would obtain in the absence of adverse selection. Al-
though the latter is not observable, it may in general be computed from the
average characteristics of the general population. A typical example is pro-
vided by annuities, since the distribution of life expectancy conditional on
age is well documented. It is in principle possible to compute the fair price

7A di¤erent but related issue is whether, in a non exclusive setting, each insurer is
informed of the agent�s relationships with other insurers.

8The bene�ts of linearization can be mitigated by the presence of �xed contracting
costs. For large amounts of coverage, however, this limitation is likely to be negligible.
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of a given annuity, and to compare it to actual market price. A di¤erence
that exceeds the �normal�loading can be considered as indirect evidence of
adverse selection (provided, of course, that the normal level of loading can
be precisely de�ned).

Exclusive contracts In the alternative situation of exclusivity, the set
of available contracts is much larger. In particular, price schedules may be
convex, and ceilings over insurance purchases can be imposed. Theoretical
predictions regarding outcomes depend, among other things, on the particu-
lar de�nition of an equilibrium that is adopted� an issue on which it is fair
to say that no general agreement has been reached. Using Rothschild and
Stiglitz�s concept, equilibrium may fail to exist, and cannot be pooling. How-
ever, an equilibrium à la Riley always exists. The same property holds for
equilibria a la Wilson; in addition, the latter can be pooling or separating,
depending on the parameters. Referring to more complex settings� for in-
stance, game-theoretic frameworks with several stages� does not simplify the
problem, because the properties of equilibria are extremely sensitive to the
detailed structure of the game (for instance, the exact timing of the moves,
the exact strategy spaces, ...), as emphasized by Hellwig (1987).
These remarks again suggest that empirically testing the predictions com-

ing from the theory is a delicate exercise; it is important to select properties
that can be expected to hold in very general settings. Here, the distinc-
tion between exclusive and non exclusive contracts is crucial. For instance,
convex pricing� whereby the unit price of insurance increases with the pur-
chased quantity� is a common prediction of most models involving exclusive
contracts, but it cannot be expected to hold in a non exclusive framework.
A particularly important feature, emphasized in particular by Chiappori

and Salanié (2000), is the so called positive correlation property, whereby
a increasing relationship exists, conditional on all variables used for under-
writing, between an agent�s risk and the amount of insurance she purchases.
Prior to any empirical test, however, it is crucial to clearly understand the
scope and limits of this prediction; we analyze this issue in section 1.2.

1.1.2 Moral hazard

Moral hazard occurs when the probability of a claim is not exogenous, but
depends on some decision made by the subscriber (e.g., e¤ort of prevention).
When the latter is observable and contractible, then the optimal decision will
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be an explicit part of the contractual agreement. For instance, an insurance
contract covering a �re peril may impose some minimal level of �re�ghting
capability, or alternatively adjust the rate to the existing devices. When, on
the contrary, the decision is not observable, or not veri�able, then one has
to examine the incentives the subscriber is facing. The curse of insurance
contracts is that their mere existence tends to weaken incentives to reduce
risk. Di¤erent contracts provide di¤erent incentives, hence result in di¤erent
observed accident rates. This is the bottom line of most empirical tests of
moral hazard.

Ex ante versus ex post An additional distinction that is speci�c to insur-
ance economics is between an accident and a claim. The textbook de�nition
of moral hazard is ex ante: the consequence of the agent�s e¤ort is a reduction
in accident probability or severity, as one would expect of unobservable self-
insurance or self-protection e¤orts. But insurance companies are interested
in claims, not in accidents. Whether an accident results in a claim is at least
in part the agent�s decision, and as such it is in�uenced by the form of the
insurance contract� a phenomenon usually called ex post moral hazard. Of
course, the previous argument holds for both notions: more comprehensive
coverage discourages accident prevention and increases incentives to �le a
claim for small accidents. However, the econometrician will in general be ea-
ger to separate �true�moral hazard, which results in changes in the accident
rates, from ex post moral hazard. Their welfare implications are indeed very
di¤erent. For instance, a deductible is more likely to be welfare increasing
when it reduces accident probability than when its only e¤ect is to discourage
victims from �ling a claim. The latter only results in a transfer from insurer
to insuree; and this matters much less for welfare9.
The distinction between claims and accidents has two consequences. One

is that the incentives to �le a claim should be (and indeed are) monitored
by the insurance company, particularly when the processing of a small claim
involves important �xed costs for the company. A deductible, for instance, is
often seen by insurance companies as a simple and e¢ cient way of avoiding
small claims. Secondly, and from a more empirical perspective, the empirical

9A related problem is fraud, de�ned as any situation where a subscriber �les a claim for
a false accident or overstates its severity in order to obtain a more generous compensation.
The optimal contract, in that case, typically requires selective auditing procedures (see
the chapter by Picard in this volume).
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distribution of claims will in general be a truncation of that of accidents�
since �small�accidents are typically not declared. However, the truncation
is endogenous; it depends on the contract (typically, on the size of the de-
ductible or the presence of experience rating), and also on the individual
characteristics of the insured (if only because the cost of higher future pre-
mia is related to the expected frequency of future accidents). This can poten-
tially generate severe biases. If a high deductible discourages small claims,
a (spurious) correlation will appear between the choice of the contract and
the number of �led claims, even in the absence of adverse selection or ex
ante moral hazard. The obvious conclusion is that any empirical estimation
must very carefully control for potential biases due to the distinction between
accidents and claims.

Moral hazard and adverse selection Quite interestingly, moral hazard
and adverse selection have similar empirical implications, but with an in-
verted causality. Under adverse selection, people are characterized by di¤er-
ent levels of ex ante risk, which translate into di¤erent ex post risk (accident
rates); therefore di¤erent insurees choose di¤erent contracts. In a context
of moral hazard, agents �rst choose di¤erent contracts; then, faced with
di¤erent incentive schemes they adopt more or less cautious behavior, which
ultimately results in heterogeneous accident probabilities. In both cases how-
ever, controlling for observables, the choice of a contract will be correlated
with the accident probability: more comprehensive coverage is associated
with higher risk.
This suggests that it may be di¢ cult to distinguish between adverse se-

lection and moral hazard in the static framework (i.e., using cross-sectional
data). An econometrician may �nd out that, conditionally on observables,
agents covered by a comprehensive automobile insurance contract are more
likely to have an accident. But this could be because the comprehensive
contract they chose (for some exogenous and independent reason) reduced
their incentives to drive safely; or because they chose full coverage knowing
that their risk was higher; or because both contract choice and risk were
determined by some exogenous, third factor. Discriminating between these
explanations is a much harder task, to which we return in section 2.4.
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1.2 The positive correlation property: general results

The argument that in the presence of asymmetric information and with ex-
clusive contracts, ex post risk and coverage should be positively correlated
is quite intuitive; and in fact such tests were used in the health insurance
literature10 before they were formally analyzed by Chiappori and Salanié
(1997, 2000) and by Chiappori et al (2006). Yet the very idea of a positive
correlation begs the question of what are the appropriate measures of the
variables that are to be correlated when contracts can be complex, and also
of the conditioning set� the latter is crucial as we will see. Often-used pric-
ing schemes, such as experience rating, or regulation may also complicate
the picture, not to mention ex post moral hazard (when insurees may not
�le low-value claims so as to preserve their risk rating.)
In addition, there are a priori appealing objections to the intuitive argu-

ment. The one that comes up most frequently may be that insurers attempt
to �cherry-pick� insurees: more risk-averse insurees may both buy higher
coverage and behave more cautiously, generating fewer claims. Such a �pro-
pitious� or �advantageous selection�11 suggests that the correlation of risk
and coverage may in fact be negative. As it turns out, this counter-argument
is much less convincing than it seems; but it does require proper analysis.
Before we proceed with the formal analysis, it is important to note that

all of the arguments below assume an observably homogeneous population of
insurees: more precisely, we focus on a subpopulation whose pricing-relevant
characteristics are identical. What is �pricing-relevant� depends on what
insurers can observe, but also on regulation (e.g., rules that forbid discrim-
ination.) We will assume that the econometrician also observes all pricing-
relevant characteristics, which is typically true if he has access to the insurer�s
data.

A simple counterexample Wemay start with a simple but basic remark�
namely that the positive correlation property is, broadly speaking, typical of
a competitive environment. While we will be more precise below, it is easy
to see that in a monopoly context, the correlation between coverage and ac-
cidents may take any sign, at least when the analyst cannot fully control for
risk aversion. An intuitive argument goes as follows. Start from a monopoly
situation in which agents have the same risk but di¤erent risk aversions; to

10See for instance the surveys by Cutler and Zeckhauser (2000) and Glied (2000).
11See Hemenway (1990), and de Meza and Webb (2001) for a recent analysis.
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keep things simple, assume there exist two types of agents, some very risk-
averse, the others much less. The monopoly outcome is easy to characterize.
Two contracts are o¤ered; one, with full insurance and a larger unit pre-
mium, will attract more risk-averse agents, while the other entails a smaller
premium but partial coverage and targets the less risk-averse ones. Now,
slightly modify individual risks, in a way that is perfectly correlated with
risk aversion. By continuity, the features just described will remain valid,
whether more risk-averse agents become slightly riskier or slightly less risky.
In the �rst case, we are back to the positive correlation situation; in the
second case, we reach an opposite, negative correlation conclusion.
The logic underlying this example is clear. When agents di¤er in several

characteristics� say, risk and risk aversion� contract choices re�ect not only
relative riskiness but also these alternative characteristics. The structure of
the equilibrium may well be mostly driven by the latter (risk aversion in the
example above), leading to arbitrary correlations with risk12.
However, and somewhat surprisingly, this intuition does not hold in a

competitive context. Unlike other di¤erences, riskiness directly impacts the
insurer�s pro�t; under competition, this fact implies that the correlation can
only be positive (or zero), but never negative, provided that it is calculated
in an adequate way. To see why, let us �rst come back to our simple ex-
ample, this time in a perfectly competitive context. Again, we start from
the benchmark of agents with identical risk but di¤erent risk aversions, and
we marginally modify this benchmark by slightly altering riskiness. If more
risk averse agents are riskier, any Rothschild-Stiglitz (from now RS) equilib-
rium will take the usual form: namely, a full insurance contract attracting
high risk/high risk aversion agents, and a partial coverage one targeting the
remaining, low risk/low risk aversion ones; in particular, the positive correla-
tion property is satis�ed. Assume, now, that risk averse agents are less risky.
Then the RS equilibrium contract can only be pooling. Indeed, assume that
a separating contract exists. Under the standard, zero-pro�t condition, the
comprehensive coverage contract, which attracts the more risk averse agents,
must now have a lower unit price, because of their lower risk. But then the
revelation constraint cannot be satis�ed, since all agents - including the less
risk averse ones - prefer more coverage and a cheaper price.
Of course, this example cannot by itself be fully conclusive. For one

12The analysis in Jullien-Salanié-Salanié (2007) also illustrates it, with risk-averse agents
and moral hazard in a Principal-Agent model of adverse selection.
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thing, it assumes perfect correlation between risk and risk aversion; in real
life, much more complex patterns may exist. Also, we are disregarding moral
hazard, which could in principle reverse our conclusions. Finally, RS is not
the only equilibrium concept; whether our example would survive a change
in equilibrium concept is not clear a priori. We now proceed to show that,
in fact, the conclusion is surprisingly robust. For that purpose, we turn to
the formal arguments in Chiappori et al (2006).

The formal model Consider a competitive context in which several con-
tracts coexist. Suppose that each contract Ci o¤ers a coverage Ri(L): if the
total size of the claims over a contract period is L, then the insuree will be
reimbursed Ri(L). For instance, Ri(L) = max(L � di; 0) for a straight de-
ductible contract with deductible di. We say that contract C2 �covers more�
than contract C1 if R2 � R1 (which is zero in L = 0) is an increasing func-
tion of L; this is a natural generalization of d2 � d1 for straight deductible
contracts. To keep our framework fully general, we allow the probability dis-
tribution of losses to be chosen by the insuree in some set, which may be a
singleton (then risk is fully exogenous) or not (as in a moral hazard context).
Now consider an insuree who chose a contract C1, when a contract C2

with more coverage was also available to him. Intuitively, it must be that
contract C1 had a more attractive premium. Let P1 and P2 denote the premia
of C1 and C2. Now suppose that the insuree anticipates that under contract
C1, he will generate a distribution of claims G. Note that the insuree could
always buy contract C2 and otherwise behave as he does under contract C1,
generating the same distribution G of claims L that he anticipates under
contract C1. If the insuree is risk-neutral, his expected utility under contract
C1 is Z

R1(L)dG(L)� P1

and he knows that he could obtainZ
R2(L)dG(L)� P2

by buying contract C2 and otherwise behaving as he does under contract
C1, generating the same distribution G of claims L that he anticipates under
contract C1. By revealed preferences, it must be thatZ

R1(L)dG(L)� P1 �
Z
R2(L)dG(L)� P2:
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Now let the insuree be risk-averse, in the very weak sense that he is averse
to mean-preserving spreads. Then given that contract C2 covers more than
contract C1, it is easy to see that R1 �

R
R1dG is a mean-preserving spread

of R2 �
R
R2dG, which makes the inequality even stronger. To summarize

this step of the argument:

Lemma 1 Assume that an insuree prefers a contract C1 to a contract C2
that covers more than C1. Let G be the distribution of claims as anticipated
by the agent under C1. Then if the insuree has increasing preferences over
wealth and dislikes mean-preserving spreads,

P2 � P1 �
Z
(R2(L)�R1(L)) dG(L):

The main result We now consider the properties of the equilibrium. As
mentioned above, under adverse selection, the mere de�nition of an equi-
librium is not totally clear. For instance, a Rothschild-Stiglitz equilibrium
requires that each contract makes non negative pro�t, and no new contract
could be introduced and make a positive pro�t. As is well known, such an
equilibrium may fail to exist or to be (second best) e¢ cient. Alternatively,
equilibria a la Spence-Miyazaki allow for cross subsidies (insurance compa-
nies may lose on the full insurance contract and gain on the partial insurance
ones); as a result, an equilibrium always exists and is e¢ cient. We certainly
want to avoid taking a stand on which notion should be preferred; and we
do not even want to rule out imperfectly competitive equilibria.
Therefore, we shall simply make one assumption on the equilibrium�

namely, that the pro�t made on contracts entailing more comprehensive cov-
erage cannot strictly exceed those made on contract involving partial insur-
ance. Note that this �non-increasing pro�ts�property (Chiappori et al. 2006)
is satis�ed by the two concepts just described� and, as a matter of fact, by
most (if not all) concepts of competitive equilibrium under adverse selection
proposed so far.
De�ne the pro�t of the insurer on a contract C as the premium13 minus

the reimbursement, allowing for a proportional cost � and a �xed cost K:

� = P � (1 + �)
Z
R(L)dF (L)�K

13Premia are often taxed, but this is easy to incorporate in the analysis.
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if the average buyer of contract C generates a distribution of claims F . Under
the non-increasing pro�ts assumption, we have that �2 � �1, therefore:

P2 � P1 � (1 + �2)
Z
R2(L)dF2(L)� (1 + �1)

Z
R1(L)dF1(L) +K2 �K1;

which gives us a bound on P2 � P1 in the other direction than in Lemma 1.
Remember that the inequality in the lemma contains the distribution of
claims G that the insuree expects to prevail under contract C1. Assume that
there is at least one insuree who is not optimistic14, in the sense that his
expectations G satisfyZ

(R2(L)�R1(L)) (dG(L)� dF1(L)) � 0:

Combining with Lemma 1 and rearranging terms to eliminate P2 � P1, we
obtainZ

R2(L) ((1 + �2)dF2(L)� dF1(L)) � �1
Z
R1(L)dF1(L) +K1 �K2: (1)

While it may not be obvious from this expression, this inequality is the
positive correlation property. To see this, assume that the proportional costs
are zero, and that K2 � K1. Then we have

Theorem 2 Consider a contract C1 and a contract C2 that covers more than
C1. Assume that

1. at least one of the insurees who prefers C1 to C2 is not optimistic, has
increasing preferences, and is averse to mean-preserving spreads

2. pro�ts are non-increasing in coverage.

Then if C1 and C2 have zero proportional costs and their �xed costs are
ordered by K2 � K1, Z

R2(L) (dF2(L)� dF1(L)) � 0:

14Since R2 � R1 is non-decreasing, this inequality holds for instance if G �rst-order
stochastically dominates F1, hence our choice of the term �not optimistic.� Chiappori et
al (2006) assumed that no insuree was optimistic. The much weaker condition stated here
is in fact su¢ cient.
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Take the simplest possible case, in which claims can either be 0 or �L, and
the average buyer of contract Ci faces a claim �L with probability pi; thenZ

R2(L) (dF2(L)� dF1(L)) = (p2 � p1)R2
�
�L
�
;

and Theorem 2 implies that p2 � p1: contracts with more coverage have
higher ex post risk, in the sense used in the earlier literature. In more complex
settings, inequality (1) could be used directly if the econometrician observes
the reimbursement schemes Ri and distributions of claim sizes Fi, and has
reliable estimates of contract costs �i and Ki.
Note that while we assume some weak forms of risk aversion and ratio-

nality in Assumption 1, we have introduced no assumption at all on the
correlation of risk and risk aversion: it does not matter whether more risk-
averse agents are more or less risky, insofar as it does not invalidate our
assumption that pro�ts do not increase in coverage and if we apply the gen-
eral version of the inequality (1). Take the advantageous selection story in
de Meza and Webb (2001) for instance. They assume no proportional costs,
zero pro�ts (which of course �ts our Assumption 2), and a f0; �Lg model of
claim sizes; but they allow for administrative �xed costs, so that (1) becomes

(p2 � p1)R2(�L) � K1 �K2:

In the equilibrium they consider, contract C1 is no-insurance, which by de�-
nition has zero administrative costs. Thus their result that p2 may be lower
than p1 �ts within Theorem 2.
Let us stress again that in imperfectly competitive markets Assumption 2

may fail when agents have di¤erent risk aversions, and sometimes negative
correlations will obtain; but it should be possible to check Assumption 2
directly on the data15.
Inequality (1) is also useful as an organizing framework to understand

when simpler versions like p2 � p1 may not hold. Assume again that claims
can only be 0 or some (now contract-dependent) �Li, and reintroduce costs.
Then (1) is

(1 + �2)p2R2(�L2)� (R2(�L1) + �1R1(�L1))p1 +K2 �K1 � 0:

Proportional costs, even if equal across contracts, may make this consistent
with p2 < p1. Even if the proportional costs are zero, p2 � p1 may fail if
15Chiappori et al (2006) do it in their empirical application.
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�L2 > �L1, so that higher coverage generates larger claims; or as we saw above,
if K2 > K1� higher coverage entails larger �xed costs. We would argue that
in such cases, the positive correlation property does not fail: it simplest form
is just applied incorrectly.
Finally, Theorem 2 abstracts from experience rating. With experience

rating the cost of a claim to the insuree is not only (L � Ri(L)): it also in-
cludes the expected increase in future premia, along with their consequences
on future behavior. If switching to a new contract is costless (admittedly a
strong assumption in view of the evidence collected by Handel (2011) and
others), then the discounted cost of a claim c(L) is the same for both con-
tracts. It is easy to see that experience rating then does not overturn the
inequality p2 � p1 in the simpler cases. Chiappori et al (2006) have a more
detailed discussion.

As a �nal remark, note that, as argued in section 1.1.2, tests of the pos-
itive correlation property, at least in the static version, cannot distinguish
between moral hazard and adverse selection: both phenomena generate a
positive correlation, albeit with opposite causal interpretations. Still, such
a distinction is quite important, if only because the di¤erent (and some-
times opposite) welfare consequences. For instance, a deductible� �or, for
that matter, any limitation in coverage� �that reduces accident probabili-
ties through its impact on incentives may well be welfare increasing; but
if the same limitation is used as a separating device, the conclusion is less
clear. Distinguishing empirically between moral hazard and adverse selec-
tion requires more structure or more data; we survey several approaches in
section 2.4.

2 Empirical tests of asymmetric information

While the theoretical analysis of contracts under asymmetric information
began in the 70s, the empirical estimation of insurance models entailing either
adverse selection or moral hazard is more recent16. Much of this work revolves
around the positive correlation property, as will our discussion.
We will focus here on the methodological aspects. We start with insur-

ance markets involving non exclusive contracts. Next, we discuss the most

16Among early contributions, one may mention Boyer and Dionne (1987) and Dahlby
(1983).
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common speci�cations used to evaluate and test the correlation of risk and
coverage under exclusivity. Then we give a brief discussion of the results; the
survey by Cohen and Siegelman (2010) provides a very thorough review of
empirical studies on various markets, and we refer the reader to it for more
detail. Finally, we discuss the various approaches that have been used to try
to disentangle moral hazard and adverse selection.

2.1 Non-exclusive insurance

2.1.1 Annuities

Annuities provide a typical example of non exclusive contracts, in hich more-
over the information used by the insurance company is rather sparse. De-
spite the similarities between annuities and life insurances (in both cases, the
underlying risk is related to mortality), it is striking to remark that while
the underwriting of life insurance contracts (at least above some minimum
amount) typically require detailed information upon the subscriber�s health
state, the price of an annuity only depends on the buyer�s age and gender.
One may expect that this parsimony leaves a lot of room for adverse selection;
empirical research largely con�rms this intuition.
A �rst line of research has focused on prices. In an important contribu-

tion, Friedman and Warshawski (1990) compute the di¤erence between the
implicit contingent yield on annuities and the available yield on alternative
forms of wealth holding (in that case, US government bonds). Even when
using longevity data compiled from company �les, they �nd the yield of an-
nuities to be about 3% lower than US bonds of comparable maturity, which
they interpret as evidence of adverse selection in the company�s portfolio.
Similar calculations on UK data by Brugiavini (1990) �nd a 3% di¤erence,
but only when longevity is estimated on the general population.
A related but more direct approach studies the distribution of mortality

rates in the subpopulation of subscribers, and compares it to available data
on the total population in the country under consideration. Brugiavini (1990)
documents the di¤erences in life expectancy between the general population
and the subpopulation actually purchasing annuities. For instance, the prob-
ability, at age 55, to survive till age 80 is 25% in the general population but
close to 40% among subscribers. In a similar way, the yield di¤erence com-
puted by Friedman and Warshawski (1990) is 2% larger when computed from
data relative to the general population.
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The most convincing evidence of adverse selection on the annuity mar-
ket is probably that provided by Finkelstein and Poterba (2004). They use
a data base from a UK annuity �rm; the data covers both a compulsory
market (representing tax-deferred retirement saving accounts that must be
transformed into annuities to preserve the tax exemption) and a voluntary
market. The key element of their empirical strategy is the existence of dif-
ferent products, involving di¤erent degrees of back-loading. At one extreme,
nominal annuities pay a constant nominal amount; the real value of annual
payments therefore declines with in�ation. Alternatively, agents may opt for
escalating annuities, in which a initially lower annual payment rises with time
at a predetermined rate (in practice, 3 to 8%), or for real annuities, which
pay an annual amount indexed on in�ation. Under adverse selection on mor-
tality risks, one would expect agents with superior life expectancy to adopt
more back-loaded products (escalating or real). Finkelstein and Poterba�s
results con�rm this intuition; using a proportional hazard model they �nd
that buyers of these products have a signi�cantly smaller death hazard rate.
The most striking conclusion is the magnitude of this e¤ect. The di¤erential
impact, on the hazard rate, of indexed or escalating products versus nominal
ones dominates that of gender, the standard indicator used in underwriting;
for the voluntary market, the impact of contract choice is actually several
times larger.
These results teach two lessons. First, adverse selection does exist in

real life, and particularly a¤ects markets in which insurers collect little in-
formation during the underwriting process is scarce� a salient characteristic
of annuity markets. Second, the form taken by adverse selection on such
markets goes beyond the standard correlation between risk and quantity pur-
chased; the type of product demanded is also a¤ected by the agent�s private
information, and that e¤ect may in some cases be dominant.17

2.1.2 Life insurance

Life insurance contracts provide another typical example of non exclusive
contracts, although adverse selection might in this case be less prevailing.
In an early paper, Cawley and Philipson (1999) used direct evidence on the
(self-perceived and actual) mortality risk of individuals, as well as the price

17While Finkelstein and Poterba do �nd a signi�cant relationship between risk and
quantity purchased, the sign of the correlation, quite interestingly, varies between the
compulsory and voluntary markets.
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and quantity of their life insurance. They found that unit prices fall with
quantities, indicative of the presence of bulk discounts. More surprisingly,
quantities purchased appeared to be negatively correlated with risk, even
when controlling for wealth. They argued that this indicated that the market
for life insurance may not be a¤ected by adverse selection. This conclusion
is however challenged in a recent paper by He (2009), who points to a serious
sample selection problem in the Cawley-Philipson approach: agents with a
higher, initial mortality risk are more likely to have died before the beginning
of the observation window, in which case they are not included in the observed
sample.
To avoid this bias, He suggests to concentrate on a sample of potential

new buyers (as opposed to the entire cross section). Using the Health and
Retirement Study dataset, he does �nd evidence for the presence of asym-
metric information, taking the form of a signi�cant and positive correlation
between the decision to purchase life insurance and subsequent mortality
(conditional on risk classi�cation). The e¤ect is actually quite strong; for
instance, individuals who died within a 12-year time window after a base
year were 19% more likely to have taken up life insurance in that base year
than were those who survived the time window.
In summary, the existence of adverse selection e¤ects is well documented

in several non-exclusive markets.

2.2 Evaluating the correlation of risk and coverage in
exclusive markets

We now turn to exclusive markets. To measure the correlation of risk and
coverage, we of course need to measure them �rst. Since risk here means �ex-
post risk�, it can be proxied by realized risk: the occurrence of a claim (a
binary variable), the number of claims (an integer), or the cumulative value of
claims (a non-negative number) could all be used, depending on the speci�c
application. Let yi denote the chosen measure of ex-post risk for insuree i.
Coverage Di could be the value of the deductible, or another variable (say a
binary, compulsory vs complementary variable) could be used.
Finally, a (hopefully complete) set of pricing-relevant variables Xi will

be found in the insurer�s �les. As emphasized by Chiappori and Salanié
(1997, 2000), it is very important to account for all publicly observed pricing-
relevant covariates. Failure to do so can lead to very misleading results:
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Dionne et al. (2001) provide a striking illustration on the early study by
Puelz and Snow (1994). Even so, it is not always obvious which variables are
�pricing-relevant�; we will return to this issue in section 2.3.

2.2.1 Basic approaches

Let us focus �rst the simplest (and very common) case in which both y
and D are 0-1 variables. Then one straightforward measure of the relevant
correlation18 is

�1(X) = Pr(y = 1jD = 1; X)� Pr(y = 1jD = 0; X); (2)

and a second one is

�2(X) = cov(y;DjX) = Pr(y = D = 1jX)� Pr(y = 1jx) Pr(D = 1jX): (3)

It is easy to see that
�2(X) = �1(X)V (DjX)

since V (DjX) = Pr(D = 1jX) (1� Pr(D = 1jX)); it follows that the two
measures have the same sign.
In Chiappori and Salanié (1997, 2000) we proposed to simultaneously

estimate two binary choice models. One relates to the choice of coverage:

y = 11(f(X) + " > 0); (4)

and the second one regresses coverage on covariates:

D = 11(g(X) + � > 0): (5)

We argued that the correlation can be estimated by running a bivariate probit
for (y;D) and allowing for correlated " and �, or by estimating two separate
probits and then measuring the correlation of the generalized residuals "̂ and
�̂. By construction the probit assumes that " and � are independent of X,
so that a test that they are uncorrelated is equivalent to a test that �1 and
�2 are identically zero.
According to standard theory, asymmetric information should result in a

positive correlation, under the convention that D = 1 (resp. y = 1) corre-
sponds to more comprehensive coverage (resp. the occurrence of an accident).

18Recall however from section 1.2 that given the results of Chiappori et al (2006), the
positive correlation property may bear on a more complicated object.
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One obvious advantage of this setting is that is does not require the estima-
tion of the pricing policy followed by the �rm, which is an extremely di¢ cult
task� and a potential source of severe bias.
An alternative way to proceed when D is a 0-1 variable is to run a linear

regression of y on D:

E(yjX;D) = a(X) + b(X)D + u: (6)

Given that D only takes the two values 0 and 1, the linear form is not
restrictive; and it easy to see that the estimator of b(X) in (6) converges to

�(X) = E(yjD = 1; X)� E(yjD = 0; X);

which equals �1(X) if y is also a 0-1 variable; if it is not, then �(X) is a useful
measure of correlation but may not be the appropriate one.
Given the often large set of covariates X used by insurers for pricing, it

may be hard to �nd the correct functional forms for f and g, or alternatively
for a and b. We also proposed a nonparametric test that relies upon the con-
struction of a large number of �cells�, each cell being de�ned by a particular
pro�le of exogenous variables. Under the null (in the absence of asymmetric
information), within each cell the choice of contract and the occurrence of an
accident should be independent, which can easily be checked using a �2 test.
Constructing the cells requires some prior knowledge of the context; and it
is useful to restrict the analysis to relatively homogeneous classes of drivers.
Finally, while much of the literature has focused on a discrete outcome

(the occurrence of a claim, or sometimes a coarse classi�cation), we have
shown in section 1.2 that there is no need to do so. For a more general
implementation of the test, we refer the reader to Chiappori et al (2006,
section 5) who use data on the size of claims to test the more general positive
correlation property of Theorem 2.

2.2.2 Accidents versus claims

These methods can easily be generalized to the case when coverage D takes
more than two values; see for instance Dionne, Gouriéroux and Vanasse (1997),
Richaudeau (1999) and Gouriéroux (1999) for early contributions. However,
the issues raised in section 1.2 then may become important. If for instance D
is the choice of deductibles, then we need to take into account di¤erences in
per-contract and per-claim costs for the insurer. A regression using claims as
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the dependent variable may generate misleading results, because a larger de-
ductible automatically discourages reporting small accidents, hence reduces
the number of claims even when the accident rate remains constant.
As shown in the Appendix of Chiappori et al. (2006), if insurees follow

simple, contract-independent strategies when deciding to report a loss as a
claim, then under fairly weak assumptions Theorem 2 is still valid. However,
the positive correlation test then becomes conservative: positive correlations
can be found even without asymmetric information. In any case, we know
very little about the reporting behavior of insurees and other approaches are
still useful. Chiappori and Salanié (2000) discarded all accidents where one
vehicle only is involved. Whenever two automobiles are involved, a claim
is much more likely to be �led in any case19. A more restrictive version is
to exclusively consider accidents involving bodily injuries, since reporting is
mandatory in that case; but this implies a drastic reduction in the number
of accidents in the data.
Alternatively, one can explicitly model the �ling decision as part of the

accident process. For any accident, the agent computes the net bene�t of
�ling a claim, and reports the accident only when this bene�t is positive (or
above some threshold). Although accidents involving no claims are generally
not observed20, adequate econometric techniques can be used. Note, however,
that these require estimating a complete structural model.

2.3 Is the correlation positive?

The existence of a positive correlation between risk and coverage (appropri-
ately measured) cannot be interpreted as establishing the presence of asym-
metric information without some precautions: any misspeci�cation can in-
deed lead to a spurious correlation. Parametric approaches, in particular, are
highly vulnerable to this type of �aws, especially when they rely upon some
simple, linear form. But the argument is not symmetric. Suppose, indeed,

19In principle, the two drivers may agree on some bilateral transfer and thus avoid the
penalties arising from experience rating. Such a �street-settled�deal is however quite dif-
�cult to implement between agents who meet randomly, will probably never meet again,
and cannot commit in any legally enforceable way (since declaration is in general compul-
sory according to insurance contracts). We follow the general opinion in the profession
that such bilateral agreements can be neglected.
20Some data sets do, however, record accidents that did not result in claims. Usually,

such data sets have been collected independently of insurance companies. See Richaudeau
(1999).
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that some empirical study does not reject the null hypothesis of zero corre-
lation. In principle, this result might also be due to a misspeci�cation bias;
but this explanation is not very credible as it would require that while (fully
conditional) residuals are actually positively correlated, the bias goes in the
opposite direction with the same magnitude� so that it exactly o¤sets the
correlation. In other words, misspeci�cations are much more likely to bias
the results in favor of a �nding of asymmetric information.
Moreover, a positive correlation may come from variables that are ob-

served by insurers but not used in pricing. There are many instances of such
�unused observables�: regulation may forbid price-discrimination based on
some easily observed characteristics such as race, or insurers may voluntar-
ily forgo using some variables for pricing. Finkelstein and Poterba (2006)
show for instance that British insurers do not use residential address in pric-
ing annuities, even though it is clearly informative on mortality risk. The
theoretical arguments that led us to the positive correlation property of The-
orem 2 extend to such cases, as long as the list of �pricing-relevant�variables
excludes unused unobservables. A positive correlation then may be entirely
due to these unused observables; and since they are public information it
would be abusing terms to conclude to the presence of asymmetric informa-
tion.
Given these remarks, it may come as a surprise that the estimated corre-

lation is often close to zero. The case of automobile insurance is emblematic.
Using three di¤erent empirical approaches, Chiappori and Salanié (1997,
2000) could not �nd evidence of a nonzero correlation; and most later work
has con�rmed their �ndings. A few studies of automobile insurance have
estimated a positive correlation; but it was often due to special features of
a local market. As an example, Cohen (2005) found that Israeli drivers who
learned that they were bad risks tended to change insurers and buy under-
priced coverage, an opportunistic behavior that was facilitated at the time
by local regulations concerning information on past driver records.
The evidence on health insurance is more mixed, with some papers �nding

positive correlation, zero correlation, or negative correlation. The Medigap
insurance market21 is especially interesting since Fang, Keane and Silverman
(2008) found robust evidence that risk and coverage are negatively correlated.
They show that individuals with higher cognitive ability are both more likely

21Medigap insurance is private, supplementary insurance targeted at Medicare recipients
in the US.
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to purchase Medigap and have lower expected claims.
This points towards the fact that asymmetric information may bear on

several dimensions� not only risk. As we explained in section 1.2, with per-
fectly competitive markets the positive correlation property should hold irre-
spective of the dimensionality of privately known characteristics. This is often
misunderstood. For instance, Cutler, Finkelstein and McGarry (2008) argue
that much of the variation in test results across markets can be explained by
the role of heterogeneous risk-aversion; but variations in the market power
of insurers are also necessary, and can be evaluated using the variation of
pro�ts with coverage. In Chiappori et al (2006), we used this approach and
we found clear deviations from perfect competition.
The �ndings by Fang et al (2008) stress the importance of taking into

account the cognitive limitations of insurees; we return to this in the conclu-
sion.

2.4 Adverse selection versus moral hazard: the static
context

As argued above, the previous tests are not speci�c of adverse selection.
Moral hazard would typically lead to the same kind of correlation, although
with a di¤erent causality. In order to distinguish between adverse selection
and moral hazard, one need some additional structure.
In some cases, one explanation may seem more plausible. For instance, it

has often been argued that asymmetric information in annuity contracts was
mostly due to selection: individuals are unlikely to die younger because of a
lower annuity payment. Sometimes the data contain variables that can be
used to directly assess adverse selection. For instance, Finkelstein and Mc-
Garry (2006), studying the long-term care insurance market, use individual-
level survey data from the Asset and Health Dynamics (AHEAD) cohort of
the Health and Retirement Study (HRS). A crucial feature of this data is that
it provides a measure of individual beliefs about future nursing home use�
an information to which insurers have obviously no access. They �nd that
these self-assessed risk estimates are indeed informative of actual, subsequent
nursing home utilization, and also of the person�s long-term care insurance
holdings� a clear indicator of adverse selection. In addition, they can then
analyze the determinants of the demand for long term care insurance; they
conclude that these determinants are typically multi-dimensional.
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Other papers have relied either on natural or quasi-natural experiments,
or on the fact that moral hazard and adverse selection generate di¤erent
predictions for the dynamics of contracts and claims. We discuss here the
natural experiments approach, reserving dynamics for section 3.

2.4.1 Natural experiments

Assume that, for some exogenous reason (say, a change in regulation), a
given, exogenously selected set of agents experiences a modi�cation in the
incentive structure they are facing. Then the changes in the incentives that
agents are facing can reasonably be assumed exogenous in the statistical sense
(i.e., uncorrelated with unobserved heterogeneity.) The resulting changes in
their behavior can be directly studied; and adverse selection is no longer a
problem, since it is possible to concentrate upon agents that remained insured
throughout the process22.
The �rst, and arguably most in�uential study of moral hazard is the

celebrated Rand study on medical expenditures (Manning et al. 1987), in
which individuals were randomly allocated to di¤erent coverage schemes.
While such examples, involving explicit randomization, are actually quite
rare (if only because of their cost), the basic idea may in some occasions apply
even in the absence of an actual experiment of this kind. Any context where
similar individuals are facing di¤erent incentive schemes can do, provided
one can be sure that the selection into the various schemes is not related to
risk-relevant characteristics. Clearly, the key issue in this literature is the
validity of this exogeneity assumption.
A typical example is provided by the changes in automobile insurance

regulation in Québec, where a �no fault� system was introduced in 1978,
then deeply modi�ed in 1992. Dionne and Vanasse (1996) provide a careful
investigation of the e¤ects of these changes. They show that the new system
introduced strong incentives to increase prevention, and that the average
accident frequency dropped signi�cantly during the years that followed its
introduction. Given both the magnitude of the drop in accident rate and the
absence of other major changes that could account for it during the period
under consideration, they conclude that the reduction is claims is indeed due
to the change in incentives 23.

22In addition, analyzing the resulting attrition (if any) may in some cases convey inter-
esting information on selection issues.
23See Browne and Puelz (1998) for a similar study on US data.
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An ideal experiment would also have a randomly assigned control group
that is not a¤ected by the change, allowing for a di¤erences-of-di¤erences
approach. A paper by Dionne and St-Michel (1991) provides a good illus-
tration of this idea. They study the impact of a regulatory variation of
coinsurance level in the Quebec public insurance plan on the demand for
days of compensation. Now it is much easier for a physician to detect a frac-
ture than, say, lower back pain. If moral hazard is more prevalent when the
information asymmetry is larger, theory predicts that the regulatory change
will have more signi�cant e¤ects on the number of days of compensation
for those cases where the diagnosis is more problematic. This prediction is
clearly con�rmed by empirical evidence. Note that the e¤ect thus identi�ed
is ex post moral hazard. The reform is unlikely to have triggered signi�cant
changes in prevention; and, in any case, such changes would have a¤ected all
types of accidents.
Additional evidence is provided by Fortin et al. (1994), who examine

how the Canadian Workers�Compensation (WC) and the Unemployment
Insurance (UI) programs interact to in�uence the duration of workplace ac-
cidents. Here, the duration is estimated from a mixed proportional hazard
model, where the baseline hazard is estimated nonparametrically, and unob-
served heterogeneity is taken into account using a gamma distribution. They
show that an increase in the generosity of Workers�Compensation in Quebec
leads to an increase in the duration of accidents. In addition, a reduction in
the generosity of Unemployment Insurance is, as in Dionne and St-Michel,
associated with an increase in the duration of accidents that are di¢ cult to
diagnose. The underlying intuition is that workers� compensation can be
used as a substitute to unemployment insurance. When a worker goes back
to the labor market, he may be unemployed and entitled to UI payments for
a certain period. Whenever workers�compensation is more generous than
unemployment insurance, there will be strong incentives to delay the return
to the market. In particular, the authors show that the hazard of leaving
WC is 27% lower when an accident occurs at the end of the construction
season, when unemployment is seasonally maximum24.
Chiappori, Durand and Geo¤ard (1998) use data on health insurance that

display similar features. Following a change in regulation in 1993, French
health insurance companies modi�ed the coverage o¤ered by their contracts

24See also Fortin and Lanoie (1992), Bolduc et al. (1997), and the survey by Fortin and
Lanoie (1998).
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in a non uniform way. Some of them increased the level of deductible, while
others did not. The tests use a panel of clients belonging to di¤erent compa-
nies, who were faced with di¤erent changes in coverage, and whose demand
for health services are observed before and after the change in regulation.
In order to concentrate upon those decisions that are essentially made by
consumers themselves (as opposed to those partially induced by the physi-
cian), the authors study the occurrence of a physician visit, distinguishing
between general practitioner (GP) o¢ ce visits, GP home visits and specialist
visits. They �nd that the number of GP home visits signi�cantly decreased
for the agents who experienced a change of coverage, but not for those for
which the coverage remained constant. They argue that this di¤erence is
unlikely to result from selection, since the two populations are employed by
similar �rms, display similar characteristics, and participation in the health
insurance scheme was mandatory.
Finally, a recent paper by Weisburd (2011) uses an intriguing quasi-

experiment in which a large Israeli �rm covered car insurance premia for
some of its employees. These lucky employees only had to pay the deductible
if they �led a claim, and the �rm would also cover the increase in premia that
resulted from experience rating. As a result, those employees who did not
bene�t from the scheme faced steeper incentives; and to the extent that em-
ployees were randomly assigned between the two groups, di¤erences in claims
isolate the incidence of moral hazard. Weisburd argues that this is indeed the
case; she �nds that as expected, employer-paid premia are associated with
more claims.

2.4.2 Quasi-natural experiments

Natural experiments are valuable but scarce. In some cases, however, one
�nds situations that keep the �avor of a natural experiment, although no ex-
ogenous change of the incentive structure can be observed. The key remark
is that any situation were identical agents are, for exogenous reasons, faced
with di¤erent incentive schemes can be used for testing for moral hazard.
The problem, of course, is to check that the di¤erences in schemes are purely
exogenous, and do not re�ect some hidden characteristics of the agents. For
instance, Chiappori and Salanié (2000) consider the case of French automo-
bile insurance, where young drivers whose parents have low past accident
rates can bene�t from a reduction in premium. Given the particular prop-
erties of the French experience rating system, it turns out that the marginal
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cost of accident is reduced for these drivers. In a moral hazard context, this
should result in less cautious behavior and higher accident probabilities. If,
on the contrary, the parents�and children�s driving abilities are (positively)
correlated, a lower premium should signal a better driver, hence translate
into less accidents. The speci�c features of the French situation thus allows
to distinguish between the two types of e¤ects. Chiappori and Salanié �nd
evidence in favor of the second explanation: other things equal, �favored�
young drivers have slightly fewer claims.
A contribution by Cardon and Hendel (1998) uses similar ideas in a very

stimulating way. They consider a set of individuals who face di¤erent menus
of employer-based health insurance policies, under the assumption that there
is no selection bias in the allocation of individuals across employers. Two
types of behavior can then be observed. First, agents choose one particular
policy within the menu at their disposal; second, they decide on the level
of health expenditures. The authors identify a fully structural model, which
allows them to simultaneously estimate a selection equation that describe
the policy choice, and estimate the price elasticity of demand controlling
for selection bias. The key ingredient for identifying the speci�c e¤ects of
moral hazard is that while people are free to choose any contract in the
menu they face, they cannot choose the menu itself; and di¤erent menus
involve di¤erent coinsurance levels. The �quasi-experimental�features stem
precisely from this random assignment of people to di¤erent choice sets. Even
if less risky people always choose the contract with minimum coinsurance,
the corresponding coinsurance rates will di¤er across �rms. In other words, it
is still the case that identical people in di¤erent �rms face di¤erent contracts
(i.e., di¤erent coinsurance rates) for exogenous reasons (i.e., because of the
choice made by their employer). Interestingly enough, the authors �nd no
evidence of adverse selection, while price elasticities are negative and very
close to those obtained in the Rand HIE survey. This suggests that moral
hazard, rather than adverse selection, may be the main source of asymmetric
information in that case.
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3 Dynamic models of information asymme-
tries

Tests based on the dynamics of the contractual relationship can throw light
on the predictions of models of asymmetric information. In addition, moral
hazard and adverse selection models have quite di¤erent predictions in dy-
namic situations; therefore dynamic studies o¤er an opportunity to disentan-
gle them.
Empirical studies exploiting dynamics can be gathered into two broad

categories. First, some work assumes that observed contracts are optimal,
and compares their qualitative features with theoretical predictions in both
a moral hazard and an adverse selection framework. While the derivation of
diverging predictions is not always easy in a static context, the introduction
of dynamic considerations greatly improves the picture.
Natural as it seems, the assumption that contracts are always optimal

may not be warranted in some applications. For one thing, theory is often
inconclusive. Little is known, for instance, on the form of optimal contracts
in a repeated moral hazard framework, at least in the (realistic) case where
the agent can freely save. And the few results we have either require utterly
restrictive assumptions (CARA utilities, monetary cost of e¤ort) or exhibit
features (randomized contracts, for instance) that sharply contrast with real
life observations. Even skeptics of bounded rationality theories may accept
that such very sophisticated constructs, that can hardly be understood by
the average insurance salesman (let alone the average consumer), are unlikely
to be implemented on a large scale25.
Another potential deviation from optimality comes from the existence of

regulations, if only because regulations often impose very simple rules that
fail to reproduce the complexity of optimal contracts. An interesting example
is provided by the regulation on experience rating by automobile insurance
companies, as implemented in some countries. A very popular rule is the
�bonus/malus�scheme, whereby the premium is multiplied by some constant

25A more technical problem with the optimality assumption is that it tends to generate
complex endogeneity problems. Typically, one would like to compare the features of the
various existing contracts. The optimality approach requires that each contract is under-
stood as the optimal response to a speci�c context, so that di¤erences in contracts simply
re�ect di¤erences between the �environments�of the various �rms. In econometric terms,
contracts are thus, by assumption, endogenous to some (probably unobserved) heterogene-
ity across �rms, a fact that may, if not corrected, generate biases in the estimations.
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larger (resp. smaller) than one for each year with (resp. without) accident.
Theory strongly suggests that this scheme is too simple in a number of ways.
In principle, the malus coe¢ cient should not be uniform, but should vary
with the current premium and the driver�s characteristics; the deductible
should vary as well; etc.26.

3.1 Tests assuming optimal contracts

Only a few empirical studies consider the dynamics of insurance relationships.
An important contribution is due to Dionne and Doherty (1994), who use a
model of repeated adverse selection with one-sided commitment. Their main
purpose is to test the �highballing�prediction, according to which the insur-
ance company should make positive pro�ts in the �rst period, compensated
by low, below-cost second period prices. They test this property on Cali-
fornian automobile insurance data. According to the theory, when various
types of contracts are available, low risk agents are more likely to choose the
experience rated policies. Since these are characterized by highballing, the
loss to premium ratio should rise with the cohort age. If insurance companies
are classi�ed according to their average loss per vehicle (which re�ects the
�quality�of their portfolio), one expects the premium growth to be negative
for the best quality portfolios; in addition, the corresponding slope should be
larger for �rms with higher average loss ratios. This prediction is con�rmed
by the data: the �highballing�prediction is not rejected. Interestingly, this
prediction contrasts with those of a standard model involving switching costs,
in which insurers would actively compete in the �rst period, typically result-
ing in below-cost initial premium, and overcharge the clients thus acquired
in the following periods.
Hendel and Lizzeri (2003) have provided very convincing tests of a sym-

metric learning model à la Harris and Holmstrom (1982) on life insurance
data. Theory tells us that contracts involving commitment from the insurer,
in the sense that the dynamics of future premium is �xed in advance and
cannot depend on the evolution of the insuree�s situation, should entail front
loading, representing the cost of the insurance against the classi�cation risk.
Some contracts involve commitment from the insurer, in the sense that the
dynamics of future premium is �xed in advance and cannot depend on the

26Of course, the precise form of the optimal scheme depends on the type of model. It is
however basically impossible to �nd a model for which the existing scheme is optimal.
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evolution of the insuree�s health. For other contracts, however, future premia
are contingent on health. Speci�cally, the premium increases sharply unless
the insured is still in good health (as certi�ed, for instance, by a medical
examination). In this context, the symmetric learning model generates very
precise predictions on the comparison between contracts with and without
commitment. Contracts with non contingent future premia should entail
front loading, representing the cost of the insurance against the classi�ca-
tion risk. They should also lock-in a larger fraction of the consumers, hence
exhibit a lower lapsation rate; in addition, only better risk types are likely
to lapse, so that the average quality of the insurer�s client portfolio should
be worse, which implies a higher present value of premiums for a �xed pe-
riod of coverage. Hendel and Lizzeri show that all of these predictions are
satis�ed by existing contracts27. Finally, the authors study accidental death
contracts, i.e. life insurance contracts that only pay if death is acciden-
tal. Strikingly enough, these contracts, where learning is probably much less
prevalent, exhibit none of the above features.
Another characteristic feature of the symmetric learning model is that

any friction reducing the clients�mobility, although ex post ine¢ cient, is
often ex ante bene�cial, because it increases the agents�ability to (implic-
itly) commit and allows for a larger coverage of the classi�cation risk. Using
this result, Crocker and Moran (1998) study employment-based health in-
surance contracts. They derive and test two main predictions. One is that
when employers o¤er the same contract to all of their workers, the coverage
limitation should be inversely proportional to the degree of worker commit-
ment, as measured by his level of �rm-speci�c human capital. Secondly, some
contracts o¤er �cafeteria plans�, whereby the employee can choose among a
menu of options. This self-selection device allows the contract to change
in response to interim heterogeneity of insurees. In this case, the authors
show that the optimal (separating) contract should exhibit more complete
coverage, but that the premiums should partially re�ect the health status.

27The main puzzle raised by these �ndings is that a signi�cant fraction of the population
does not choose commitment contracts, i.e., does not insure against the classi�cation risk.
The natural explanation suggested by theory (credit rationing) is not very convincing
in that case, since di¤erences in premiums between commitment and no commitment
contracts are small (less than $300 per year), especially for a client pool that includes
executives, doctors, businessmen and other high income individuals. Heterogeneous risk
perception across individuals is a better story, but formal tests still have to be developped.
Obviously, more research is needed on this issue.
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Both predictions turn out to be con�rmed by the data. Together with the
results obtained by Hendel and Lizzeri, this fact that strongly suggests the
symmetric learning model is particularly adequate in this context.

3.2 Behavioral dynamics under existing contracts

Another branch of research investigates, for given (not necessarily optimal)
insurance contracts, the joint dynamics of contractual choices and accident
occurrence. This approach is based on the insight that these properties
are largely di¤erent under moral hazard, and that these di¤erences lead to
powerful tests. A classical example involves the type of experience rating
typical of automobile insurance, whereby the occurrence of an accident at
date t has an impact on future premia (at date t+1 and beyond). In general,
existing experience rating schedules are highly non linear; the cost of the
marginal accident in terms of future increases in premium is not constant,
and often actually non monotonic.28 In a moral hazard framework, these
changes in costs result in changes in incentives, and ultimately in variations
in accident probabilities; under pure adverse selection, on the contrary, the
accident probabilities should either remain constant or change is a systematic
way (e.g., through aging), irrespective of the accident history.
One idea, therefore, is to use theory to derive the main testable features

of individual behavior for the various models at stake. Abbring et al. (2003)
and Abbring, Chiappori and Pinquet (2003) develop a test of this type. The
test is based on the so-called �negative contagion� e¤ect. With many ex-
perience rating schemes, the occurrence of an accident increases the cost of
the next one, therefore the insuree�s incentives to avoid it. Under moral haz-
ard, a reduction of its probability of occurrence should result. In principle,
the variations in individual accident probabilities that follow the occurrence
of an accident can be statistically detected using adequate techniques. The
main empirical challenge, however, is to disentangle such fairly small �uctu-
ations from the general, background noise due to unobserved heterogeneity.
Should one simply look at the intertemporal correlation of accident occur-
rences among agents, the dominant phenomenon by far re�ects some time-
invariant (or time-correlated) unobserved heterogeneity: good drivers are less
likely both to have had an accident in the past and to have one in the future.

28Typically, the cost of the �rst accident is low; marginal costs then increase, peak and
drop sharply. See for instance Abbring et al (2009).
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Technically, the �negative contagion�property holds only conditionally on
agents�characteristics, including unobserved ones; any empirical test must
therefore control for the latter.
This problem, which is quite similar to the distinction between state

dependence and unobserved heterogeneity in the labor literature (see Heck-
man and Borjas, 1980, and Heckman, 1981) can in principle be solved when
panel data are available. In practice, the authors use French data, for which
regulation imposes that insurers increase the premium by 25% in case an
accident occurs; conversely, in the absence of any accident during one year,
the premium drops by 5%. The technique they suggest can be intuitively
summarized as follows. Assume the system is malus only (i.e., the premium
increases after each accident, but does not decrease subsequently), and con-
sider two sequences of 4-year records, A = (1; 0; 0; 0) and B = (0; 0; 0; 1),
where 1 (resp. 0) corresponds to the occurrence of an accident (resp. no ac-
cident) during the year. In the absence of moral hazard, and assuming away
learning phenomena, the probability of the two sequences should be exactly
identical; in both cases, the observed accident frequency is 25%. Under moral
hazard, however, the �rst sequence is more probable than the second : in A,
the sequence of three years without accident happens after an accident, hence
when the premium, and consequently the marginal cost of future accidents
and the incentives to take care are maximum.
One can actually exploit this idea to construct general, non parametric

tests of the presence of moral hazard. The intuition goes as follows. Take
a population of drivers observed over a given period; some drivers have no
accident over the period, others have one, two or more. Assume for simplicity
a proportional hazard model, and let H1 be the distribution of the �rst claim
time T1 in the subpopulation with exactly one claim over the period. Note
that H1 needs not be uniform; with learning, for instance, claims are more
likely to occur sooner than later. Similarly, de�ne H2 to be the distribution
of the second claim time T2 in the subpopulation with exactly two claims in
the contract year. In the absence of moral hazard, it must be the case that

H1(t)
2 = H2(t);

a property that can readily be tested non parametrically.
These initial ideas have recently been extended by Abbring, Chiappori

and Zavadil (2008), Dionne et al. (2009) and Dionne, Michau and Dahchour
(forthcoming). The �rst paper, in particular, explicitly models the forward-
looking behavior of an agent in the Dutch automobile insurance market,
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which exhibits a highly non linear bonus-malus scheme; they then use this
model to compute the dynamic incentives faced by an agent and to construct
a structural test that exploits these computations in detail. Their framework
explicitly distinguishes ex ante and ex post moral hazard and models both
claim occurrences and claim sizes. Interestingly, all three papers (using re-
spectively Dutch, Canadian and French data) �nd evidence of (ex ante and
ex post) moral hazard, at least for part of the population, and compute the
magnitude of the resulting e¤ect.

Conclusion

As argued in the introduction, empirical applications of contract theory have
become a bona �de sub�eld; and insurance data has played a leading role
in these developments. This literature has already contributed to a better
knowledge of the impact of adverse selection and moral hazard in various
markets. The practical importance of information asymmetries has been
found to vary considerably across markets. In particular, there exists clear
and convincing evidence that some insurance markets are indeed a¤ect by
asymmetric information problems, and that the magnitude of these problems
may in some cases be signi�cant.
There exist a number of crucial normative issues where our theoretical

and empirical knowledge of asymmetric information are likely to play a cen-
tral role. To take but one example, a critical feature of the recent reform
of the US health insurance system (PPACA, 2010) is the prohibition of the
use of preexisting conditions in the underwriting process. While the bene�ts
of such a measure are clear in terms of ex ante welfare and coverage of the
�classi�cation risk�, some of its potential costs have been largely underan-
alyzed. In particular, the prohibition would introduce a massive amount of
adverse selection (since agents have a detailed knowledge of the preexisting
conditions that insurers are not allowed to use), into a system that remains
essentially market-oriented. From a theoretical viewpoint, the consequences
may (but need not) be dramatic; for instance, should a RS equilibrium pre-
vail, one might expect the persistence of a de facto price discrimination based
on preexisting conditions, coupled with huge welfare losses due to severe
restrictions of coverage for low risk individuals.29 Whether such problems
will ultimately arise, with which magnitude, and which regulation would be

29See Chiappori (2006) for a preliminary investigation of these e¤ects.
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needed to mitigate them remains a largely unexplored empirical question;
even the basic information needed to attempt a preliminary welfare evalua-
tion (e.g., the joint distribution of income, health risk and risk aversion) is
only very partially known. Some pioneering studies have taken steps in this
direction however (see Einav, Finkelstein, and Levin 2010), and one can only
hope that our ability to simulate the e¤ect of such reforms will improve in
the near future.
Finally, a better understanding of actual behavior is likely to require new

theoretical tools. The perception of accident probabilities by the insurees,
for instance, is a very di¢ cult problem on which little is known presently.
Existing results, however, strongly suggest that standard theoretical models
relying on expected utility maximization using the �true�probability distri-
bution may fail to capture some key aspects of many real-life situations. Our
analysis in section 1.2 shows that the positive correlation property should
hold on perfectly competitive markets under fairly weak conditions on the
rationality of agents; but with market power there is much we still need to
learn. The confrontation of new ideas from behavioral economics with in-
surance data is likely to be a very promising research direction in coming
years.
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